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The Future of the Project
The Rocky View groundwater monitoring program started in 2007 as a five-year pilot project,
which has come to an end and we are so grateful for the volunteers who participated throughout
the years collecting data in all types of weather. We appreciate the time and dedication our
volunteers have put towards collecting water levels from their personal wells in order to make this
project possible. The big question now is – “Where is the project going from here?” This is a
question we have received from landowners, as well as a question we have been asking
ourselves. One of the questions in the survey sent out last summer was whether participating
landowners would be interested in extending the project after the pilot project completed in the
spring of 2013. The response was very positive with the majority of people expressing interest in
continuing to monitor their wells. We would also like to see the Rocky View groundwater
monitoring project continue and are grateful for people wishing to continue. There will be some
changes to the availability to staff as we shift our research focus onto a follow-up project to
examine groundwater sustainability at a larger scale. However, we are excited to continue the
project with interested volunteers because the long-term data from the Rocky View project will
provide the key information needed in the new project. Due to the changes with the team, it is our
goal to get the majority of participating landowners using the Rocky View Well Watch web portal.
Therefore landowners who are have questions or concerns regarding the web portal are
encouraged to contact the Project Coordinator to address these concerns and find solutions.

In the News
The Rocky View Well Watch made the news after our February 21 media release gained the
attention of not only CBC, but a number of local newspapers. It was exciting to have the CBC
come in and interview Dr. Hayashi about the web portal and gain exposure for our communitybased research project. The video is still available online if you missed it and can be viewed on
the CBC website by searching “Calgary study checks water well levels in Rocky View County.”
The media attention also included the Rocky View Weekly Newspaper (February 26th) and the
Airdrie Echo Newspaper (February 27th). As a result of the media attention the number of
people visiting and viewing the web portal site increased and a few people contacted us with
interest in possibly participating in the monitoring project. Dr. Hayashi gave an evening talk at a
community event called “Cows, Creeks, and Community” in Caroline on April 25. He talked about
the importance of groundwater monitoring in context of groundwater sustainability, which was
covered by The Western Producer (May 16 issue) and Alberta Farmers Express (May 13 issue).
These articles are available on the magazine websites.
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Spring time field work
Our research team monitors various hydrologic processes to better understand the
hydrology in Rocky View County. In the spring time before the snow starts to melt, we
measure the amount of snow, and set up equipment to monitor the amount of water
collecting in a number of depressions. We have found that throughout Rocky View County
an important part of groundwater recharge is provided by the snowmelt water accumulating
in the low-lying areas of a field (called topographic depressions). In the spring time prior to
snowmelt we measure the amount of snow in several depressions. During snowmelt we
monitor the depth of water accumulating in these depressions. These measurements
provide information about how much water is potentially available for groundwater recharge.
We also monitor two creeks within the County, Big Hill Creek and West Nose Creek. Since
we want to capture the increase in flow as the snow melts and runoff occurs, we need to
install our equipment before the spring melt. This creates a bit of a challenge as the layer of
ice overlaying the creek must be broken before installing the equipment and completing
manual measurements. In late March the first attempts to break through the ice were met
with defeat. It took another couple of trips out to the creek before we were able to finally
install the equipment and start manual measurements for the season.

A

“Since we want to

B

capture the increase in
water level and flow as
the snow melts and
runoff occurs, it
requires us to deploy
our equipment before
the spring melt.”
Figure 1. A) Water depth measurement in a depression B) Trying to break through the ice at
West Nose Creek so the flow measurement device can be installed.

Groundwater Connections – Now Online
Both our new website and blog are intended to provide information about the communitybased groundwater monitoring network in Rocky View County. The website provides
information about the scientific research, community outreach and educational material that
make our project unique. Groundwater Connections has been designed to provide the
information in a clear and concise format, with downloadable fact sheets for people wanting to
explore topics in more detail. The blog will provide short updates about what is occurring with
the project, as well as answer questions raised through the website and/or emails.
LINKS:
Website: www.ucalgary.ca/groundwaterconnections
Blog: groundwaterconnections.blogspot.ca
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Scientific Findings What drives groundwater recharge?
The community-based well monitoring network has been designed to collect long-term data
of groundwater levels. Long-term data are very useful because they provide a "window" for
scientists to observe year-to-year variation in the pattern of water level change and
understand the underlying processes, for example groundwater recharge. Since the project
started in the summer of 2007, some wells have accumulated more than five years of
continuous water level data. For example, Figure 2 shows water levels in four wells relative
to the initial value measured in 2007, where vertical lines in the graph indicate April 1. A
sharp rise in water level indicates a recharge event, which has different size in different
year. We note that very little recharge occurred in 2009, and large recharge occurred in
2011. Why are these two years so different?

Figure 2: Relative water level in four wells in Rocky View County (see map for
location). Vertical lines indicate April 1 of each year.

By detailed field observation of hydrological processes at our research sites in the West Nose
Creek watershed, we have identified two important factors, namely snowmelt runoff in April,
and spring rain in May and June. At the Calgary airport, the amount of precipitation (mainly
snow) during November-March was 127 mm in 2009 and 141 mm in 2011, both of which are
higher than the 30-year average of 86 mm. As a result, snowmelt runoff occurred in April in
both years and filled topographic depressions. This would normally induce groundwater
recharge after the soil thaw, which is what happened in 2011. However, in 2009, infiltration of
snowmelt water did not cause much recharge. This is because we had so little rain (57 mm)
in May and June 2009, compared to 166 mm in 2011 and the 30-year average of 140 mm.
Before this project, we hypothesized that the snowmelt alone was the main driver of
recharge, based on earlier studies conducted in Saskatchewan, where the climate is slightly
different from southern Alberta. The data from the Rocky View project have allowed us to reexamine the hypothesis and discover the new fact that the groundwater recharge is driven by
the combination of snowmelt and May-June rain. This discovery would not have been
possible without the data collected by community volunteers.
We thank the volunteers for helping us advance the frontier of scientific knowledge.
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New Research Tool CFC tracer tried in Rocky View wells
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Figure 3: Left: Atmospheric concentration (in parts per trillion) of CFC12 (data source:
U.S. Geological Survey). Right: Groundwater sampling in the West Nose Creek watershed.
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ES118 - 2500 University Drive NW
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